SPS Transaction Statuses:

Pre-Submission Statuses:

Pending
Pending status indicates a proposal or request is under development by the PI. The transaction is automatically assigned an initial “Pending” status by the system when the PI creates it.

Routing
Routing status indicates a proposal or request is considered by the PI to be complete, and is routing for all required internal approvals.

Withdrawn by PI
Withdrawn by PI is a terminal status. If a PI withdraws a proposal or request from consideration during the internal review process, the status of the transaction is changed from “Routing” to “Withdrawn”.

Pre-Award Statuses:

Submitted
Submitted status indicates a proposal or request has been approved by LSU, and submitted to the sponsor for consideration.

Revised
Revised is a terminal status. If the PI revises a proposal or request, the previous transaction status changes to “Revised”.

Withdrawn
Withdrawn is a terminal status. If the University withdraws a proposal or request from consideration by a sponsor, the status of the transaction is changed from “Submitted” to “Withdrawn”.

Post-Award Statuses:

Awarded
Awarded status indicates a proposal or request has been funded or approved, an award or approval document has been received, and the document is under review by LSU.

Accepted by LSU
Accepted by LSU status indicates an award or approval document has been reviewed, the terms have
been accepted by LSU, but sponsor signature on the document is needed.

**Accepted**

Accepted status indicates an award or approval document has been reviewed, and the terms have been accepted by LSU, and the document is signed (if necessary) by both LSU and the sponsor.

**Declined**

Declined is a terminal status. If the proposal or request is declined by the sponsor, or if the terms of an award cannot be accepted, OSP changes the status of the transaction from “Submitted” to “Declined”.

**Completed**

Completed is a terminal status. This status indicates the scope of work for a funded project has been completed, and all required final technical and financial reports have been submitted to the sponsor.

**Terminated**

Terminated is a terminal status. When a project is terminated early, either by the sponsor or LSU, or when the award has been transferred to another institution prior to the project end date the transaction status is changed from “Accepted” to “Terminated”.